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The exhibition shows confrontations and dialogues around artistic landscapes, looking at Italian 
Mediterranean culture through Italian and international artist’s works: Un Bel Panorama! 
/ Eliana Negroni 
 
Artist list 
Sara Barbanti, Maura Biamonti, Isabelle Busnel, Cristina Celis, Katarina Cudic, Nicoletta Dal Vera,  
Corrado De Meo, Laura De Monchy, Clara Del Papa, Ylenia Deriu, Vito Domenico Demattia,  
Elin Flognman, Maria Rosa Franzin, Nicoletta Frigerio, RuyngJae Jung, Iro Kaskani,  
Melissa Lovingood, Daniela Malev, Gigi Mariani, Mineri Matsuura, Judy Mc Caigh, Francesca Mo,  
GianCarlo Montebello, Olivia Monti Arduini, Joo Hyung Park, Liana Pattihis, Adrienn Pesti,  
Rosanna Raljević Ceglar, Gianni Riva, Sara Shahak, Claudia Steiner, Fumiki Taguchi,  
Fabrizio Tridenti, Barbara Uderzo, Machteld van Joolingen, Yiota Vogli, Monica Wickström, Zest 
 
Gioielli in Fermento - Fermentation in jewelry - is an international contemporary jewelry competition, 
which is running since 2011 in historical venues of Italian Val Tidone, like Villa Braghieri Albesani, in 
Castel San Giovanni, Piacenza (Italy). The source of this project's inspiration has its roots in the 
winemaking culture. As a metaphor for the fermentation process in wine, when a healthy, alive 
element of nature - the grapes - turn into a different form - wine, with a different taste, character and 
value. Constructing similar thinking about the process of creating contemporary jewelry - turning 
various materials into a special design, form and concept - jewelry. 
There are four main requirements in this competition: the coherence with a concept, the research on 
materials, the type of artistic expression and the quality of techniques. Winemakers and jewelry 
artists use their creativity to express and display these issues in a finished work. 
The result is an admirable piece of jewelry as well as a great wine.  
 
Over the years, the project has become an international project with the participation of well-known 
and established artists from all over the world in the field of art jewelry and represents the real 
"fermentation" in the world of art - concern, discussion, emotion. 
 
Eliana Negroni is the founder and curator of the project Gioielli in Fermento. She was born in Milan, 
graduated from Milan University and is engaged in industrial design. She has also completed 
Sommelier courses. She is a member of AGC, the Italian Association for contemporary jewelry, an 
important network in dialogue with all the international references in the area of jewelry research. 
 

E.N.: This project started with an inspiration from my two passions - wine and 
contemporary jewelry. I would like to emphasize that this is not just a matter of 
drinking wine, but an insight into the history of its production, which has deep roots in 
the history of Italy as well as throughout the Mediterranean culture. This is a kind of 
conversation with wine lover’s audience who are interested in appreciating how the 
artist interprets his/her connection with wine. This is still a challenge for me and for 



the skills of the artists. It is not easy to find and show pieces that really match this idea 
through metaphors derived by their research in jewelry. 
The exhibition shows confrontations and dialogues around artistic landscapes, looking 
at Mediterranean Italian culture through Italian and international artist’s works: Un Bel 
Panorama! 

 
Art Gallery PUTTI was established in year 2000 with the purpose to promote Latvian and 
International field of contemporary and conceptual jewelry. 
 

Authors of the masterpieces displayed in the Art gallery PUTTI are talented and 
professional artists who work with different techniques, creating unique jewelry, 
representing both contemporary and conceptual jewelry trends. The gallery is proud to 
exhibit not only Latvian artist jewelry, but also works of internationally recognized 
artists. The permanent collection mostly consists of jewelry items made by local artists. 
All of them graduates of the Latvian or Estonian Academy of Arts. 
Putti Gallery is located in the spacious premises specially designed to meet its specific 
needs, in the characteristic historical centre – Vecrīga – in the Art Nouveau building 
built in 1907 as a dwelling house with a shop on the ground floor, designed by an 
architect Paul Mandelshtam (1872 – 1941). 
Gallery organizes up to 4 exhibitions a year (both personal and group exhibitions). 

 
 

Art Gallery Putti. 
Peitavas iela 5-31 
LV-1050 -  Rīga 
 
Hours 
Monday - Friday 10.00 - 18.00 h 
Saturday 11.00 - 17.00 h 
Sunday Closed 
ph +371 67214229 

 
 

 
 
INFO: 
gallery@putti.lv 
web: 
gioiellinfermento.com 
 


